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IS p R E F A C 
All knowledge has been passed on to us by some sort of celestial being or it has come as a reflection of our envirormient. As society now 

slips further into the depths of its ovyn creation, we are almost helpless to stop the unavoidable precedents set on us by history. 

Everything that comes to us as "second-nature" has been implanted in our sub-conscience since the time we were bom. We all come 

preprogrammed by the things we are surrounded by and encounter; it is no wonder why things in society are so hard to change on 

the grand scale. It has become precedent in our society to conform and live like everybody else, to "keep up with the Jones's." 

Quality of life is now projected on us from the glow of our televisions and the front pages of our so called prestigious magazines. 

These things we give reverence to have no direct meaning to most people in society, it only reflects the "social norm" which like any 

stereotype only reflects the few in to which it represents. This comes from the basic fabric of our ideals and beliefs; which we 

base on what other people tell us to think. 

"Taste", has been left up to those who have no concept of flavor only the bitterness leftover by the past and how they long for it. 

"Quality", is only a word to describe how much worth someone gives an object, defined only by what people tell them to think. 

"Value", as a concept is our societies downfall, because it makes us believe that more is better based on a monetary stand point. 

I think we as architects have a great social responsibility to the well being of the public. We can accomplish this through designing the 

places in which we live with the utmost concentration on the sustainability of our society both physically and mentally. 

• • • HI 
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Q B S T R A C t 
C O n t © X t S t O t G I T l G n t : Ihe site is bounded by Northwest Loop 289, Erskine 
ave. and N. Knoxville St. High and low density housing surround the site on the North, East 
and West side. There are dozens of mature elm trees located on the North and West most 
areas of the site. The land is mostly flat with few natural terrain variations. 

r Q C i l i t y S t Q t © n n © n T ! The faclUty will incorporate mixed-use commercial 
and housing elements to serve 300 to 500 families in the area. The commercial functions 
will take place on the ground floor with residential living on top. The housing portion will 
include about 15-20 lease able lofts and apartments. 

T h O S i S S t O t O n r i G n t ! By re-evaluatlng the uses of common and contemporary 
building materials in mixed-use housing, a new architectural vocabulary could emerge with 
emphasis on creative and unusual ways of construction. 



tHEORETICAl bASIs 
A New Vocabulary in the Architectural 

Process of Design. 
The Modem cities in which we live have continued to grow and flourish under the sublime 

guidance of'Architects' as the master builders in society. Though that guidance is 
only manifested in certain aspects of public design. A large portion of society has been left 

out of experiencing positive design responses. Architects have been trying to solve 
this problem since the epoch of the Modem era. Many of these architects have realized that 

the shackles of our past architectural styles must be downcast and look toward a new 
architecture with an open mind. The only way to achieve architecture of our own time is to 

create a new architectural vocabulary which expresses the needs of our modem 
society and utilizes spaces and forms that can be produced with modern engineering. 

Every stage of mankind's development has had an architectural style which was a 
direct link to society's needs and methods of construction. Natural forms of shelter were first 

used by early man such as the limbs and leaves of a tree during a rain storm or a cave 
for a more permanent dwelling. Through the development of society's arts and technology, 

dwellings have changed from natural forms to using natural elements like earth, 
wood, marble, natural stone, and a variety of masonry products. These elements have been 

the major contributing factors to the way all buildings look and have developed. This 
is because of the natural limitation of each product, which dictates how the material is used 

and perceived. Throughout history from pre-classical styles to the Gothic era the 
basic nature of building had remained the same, only they utilize different methods of 

construction. With the advent of steel and concrete the methods of construction and 
the engineering involved with such elements would change the way a building could be 

Known wona. i ne arusi aennes uou m .uc, . w., designed and accepted by society The new elements used in architecture were so 
because he understands that the Architect is about the revolutionary they reset the precedents in architectural design. The effect on the built 
only thing on this world equivalent to God's own environment was lost during this movement, and architectural expressionism emerged 
divine sense of the world, and people that live in it. ^^ ̂ ^^ answer. Needless to say the movement didn't last and many ideas and beliefs had to 

change for the next evolution of design, which tried to connect people back to the 
building to which they were a part of ' T 

Fig. 1-1 
"God as the Architect" 

This painting depicts God as the Architect of the 
known world. The artist defines God in such a way 



tHEORETICAl bASIs 
A New Vocabulary in the Architectural 

Process of Design. 

Fig. 1-2 
A column is a column ,yet it can still be more than 
just a column. 

The Post-Modern movement was that next step in the search for a new architecture. Like 
before they tried to fix everything that was wrong with the previous style and still did 

not succeed in defining the new architecture which will lead us into the new epoch of our 
society. 

This idea of breaking away from the norm started with John Ruskin in 1849 with the 
publication of "The Seven Lamps of Architecture." It was supposed to be a critic on 

the Gothic Style, although it turned more into a personal commentary on the role of 
architecture in general. "All architecture proposes an effect on the human mind, not 

merely a service to the human frame.. .Architecture is the art which so disposes and adorns 
the edifices raised by man, for whatsoever uses, that the sight of them may contribute 

to his mental health, power and pleasure."i He had the insight in 1849 to know the effect of 
architecture on mankind is much larger than how we choose to live in the buildings 

we design. He saw the need for change in the precedents in architectural design both public 
and domestic. He also commented on the fallacy of modern design aesthetics 

compared to those of the past. 
"All old work nearly has been hard work. It may have been the hard work 
of children, of barbarians, of mstics; but it is always their utmost. Ours 
has an constantly the look of money's worth, of a stopping short wherever 
we can, of a lazy compliance with low condition; never of a fair putting 
forth of our strengths. Let us have done with this kind of work at once; 
cast off every temptation to it; do not let us degrade ourselves voluntarily, 
and then mutter and moum over our short comings."2 

He had a clear understanding of the attributes of the past and the short comings of the modern 
movement. Ruskin did not make the distinction to which style or movement was 

better, only the things he felt were wrong and needed to change in the present course of 
architecture. 



tHEORETICAl bASIs 
A New Vocabulary in the Architectural 

Process of Design. 

Fig. 1-3 
Le Corbusier conception of mass produced housing 
within a community setting. 

He does feel that we as members of society feel comfortable in the knowledge that we 
live like the people of the past and for some reason feel connected to their standard of living. 

"I would not have that useless expense in unnoticed fineries or formalities; cornicing 
of ceilings and graining of doors, and fringing of curtains and thousands such; things 

which have become foolishly and apathefically habitual..." 3 This is his response to 
the use of icons that once meant something to the people of the past but no longer have 

relevance to us in a search of a new architecture. "Do not let us flank our gates with 
rigid imitations of mediaeval statuary. Such things are mere insults to common sense, and 

only unfit us for feeling the nobility of their prototypes."4 In the mid 19th century 
people were already aware of these false identifies in architecture but yet people's minds are 

even harder to change than architectural styles. 

Le Corbusier is the next architect who saw the world as a social problem in which 
architecture could be the answer. He believed that unworthy housing has ruined our 

health and our morale. In 1917 he wrote a book called "Towards a New Architecture" in 
which he describes his own views and solufions to many of architectures problems. 

He too followed in Ruskin's footsteps as to acknowledging the stranglehold of previous styles 
determining how we live and enjoy buildings. "Modern life demands, and is waiting 

for, a new kind of plan, both for the house and for the city.. Architecture is stifled by custom. 
The styles are a lie. Style is a unity of principle animating all the work of an epoch, 

the result of a state of mind which has its own special character."5 This fime period was 
synonymous with the idea of the machine. Le Corbusier himself referred to the house 

as a machine for living. The idea of the machine was an analogy for industrialization and 
economy which lead to mass-production which was very prominent ideal in this era. 

"Architecture has for its first duty, in this period of renewal, that of bringing about a revision 
of values, a revision of the constituent elements of the house." 6 



tHEORETICAl bASIs 
A New Vocabulary in the Architectural 

Process of Design. 

Fig. 1-4 
Mass produced house designed by Le Corbusier. 

To hear of his ideals one might seem to wonder why his theories never caught on into 
the main stream. This was because he didn't realize the extreme stubbornness of people and 

their resentment to change, although he did mention it in his book. 
"But men live in old houses and they have not yet thought of building 
houses adapted to themselves. The lair has been dear to their hearts since 
all time. To such degree and so strongly that they established the cult of 
the home...Houses have not changed. But the cult of the house has 
remained for some centuries. The house will also fall to dust."? 

Most of his ideas on living were very revolufionary in his fime and this is why his 
vision was not seen. He called for a 'spirit' in mass production which was not limited to just 

the house but for the idea of living, constructing, and realizing mass-production as the 
key to our existence. He didn't realize that people don't want to be machine like in-nature 

they do not want to feel like they a part of something that doesn't acknowledge their 
own vibrant existence. It was the lack of the human soul and the effort to create a 

picturesque architecture; this is the reason why the Modem movement failed. 

The latest architect to acknowledge the effort in pleasing society by architectural 
design was Robert Venturi. He wrote the book "Complexity and Contradiction in 

Architecture" in 1966, which advocated the Post-Modem movement as a response to 
Modern movement. 

"In contrast to many modernists, Venturi uses a form of symbolically 
decorated architecture based on precedents. He believes that structure and 
decoration should remain separate entities and that decoration should 
reflect the culture in which it exists. In contradiction, Venturi also 
considers symbolism unnecessary since modem technology and historical 
symbolisms rarely harmonize." a 



tHEORETICAl bASIs 
A New Vocabulary in the Architectural 

Process of Design. 

Fig. 1-5 
Venturi's representation of a Roadtown 

Representation of Levittown 

He realized a view of architecture which was free from both historic and Modern 
styles but could still borrow ideals and symbolism, which is the basis ideology of the Post-

Modem movement. Venturi understood more than Ruskin or Le Corbusier the 
complexities of the contemporary building program. "But even the house, simple in scope, is 

complex in purpose if the ambiguities of contemporary experience are expressed." •> 
Houses and buildings we encounter are very complex in nature because of the 

technological elements that now belong to a building. We have put to much focus on 
what goes into a building and not enough emphasis on what a building looks like. 

"It seems our fate now to be faced with either the endless inconsistencies 
of road town Fig 1-5, which is chaos, or the infinite consistency of 
Levittown fig 1 -6, which is boredom. In road town we have a false 
complexity, in Levittown we have a false simplicity. One thing is clear-from 
such false consistency real cities will never grow. Cities, like architecture, are 
complex and contradictory." lo 

We have tried to fit our technological advances in building technology into designs that are 
more than a century old. Now is the time to develop a new vocabulary in architecture 

and put forth good design to all who are a part of society. A new vocabulary can be 
accomplished by leaming from the failures in architectural design from the past 

century and create an architecture tme to our time and consciousness of our society. We 
must look toward a whole new way living and communicating with the place we live. 

You can envision our problem of precedents no matter what neighborhood, street, city, or 
country you are in. The urban landscape of a street can be drastically changed just by 

taking the high pitched roofs off most houses and replacing them with flat roofs and let floor 
plan stand out and be the omament and shape of the house. The norm has confronted 

every aspect of modern living both commercial and residential. 
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A New Vocabulary in the Architectural 

Process of Design. 

Fig. 1-7 
People preparing for a revolution. 

We must understand materials and the different ways of putting them together those new and 
old materials can become one in a new vocabulary of design and understanding. The 

shapes and materials we use in today's residential and commercial buildings have no direct 
link to a previous style only the standard of being the standard. Only by taking away 

certain aspects of a conventional residential design and incorporating creative solutions can 
we change the identity of ourselves and our community. We must rethink the ways 

we put materials together so there is no standard material for any one particular need This 
can be done if any architectural element is broken down to it's purist form and 

purpose, then you can look at it in a new light and find an alternative material to serve the 
original purpose. By doing this there will be no limitation to the originality of each 

design produced. Further more a thorough understanding of new materials and the ability of 
developing new materials will greatly increase the vocabulary of change and mental 

unchaining of past precedents. I believe the time is now and people are now able to grasp the 
idea and spirit of change. With the advances of communication not just between 

people but between countries, ideas of new ways of living will be blown across our minds 
and the need for change will manifest in a new vocabulary of design in architecture. 

"The history of Architecture unfolds itself slowly across the centuries as a 
modification of stmcture and omament, but in the last fifty years steel and 
concrete have brought new conquest, which are the index of a greater 
capacity for construction, and of an architecture in which the old codes 
have been overturned. If we challenge the past, we shall learn that 
"styles" no longer exist for us, that a style belonging to our own period has 
come about; and there has been a revolution." ? 

8 
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CRITICAL rEGIONALISMfHEORETICAl I S S U E S 
Critical regionalism is defined as "an approach to architecture that strives to counter the 

placelessness and lack of meaning in Modem Architecture by using contextual forces 
to give a sense of place and meaning."i2 The idea of critical regionalism is very important 

in a social setting because environment effects the people it impacts on a multitude of 
levels which architects need to acknowledge and respond too. For too long the sense of 

place in the private realm has been ignored to make way for less pressing issues 
which do not recognize contextual elements of design. Adding context to a project will help 

define the "New Vocabulary"by adding multiple dimensions to how a building can be 
put together in relation to its site. 

P O T E N T I A L d E S I G N r E S P O N S E 

A- The sites surrounding environment is very bland and repetitive. The design should stand 
out from the existing neighborhood by the use of materials, scale and form in order to 

create a new vocabulary of design within its context. (Fig. 1-10) 

B - Buildings should create their own landscape through the creation of irregular forms 
juxtaposed to each other and the environment. Compared to the repetitive fioor plans 

of recent apartment design which only reflects to the flatness of the site. (Fig 1-9) 

C- The complex should incorporate some architectural vemacular styles from agricultural 
influences in Lubbock. 

Fig. 1-9 

Fig. 18 
Fis. 1-10 9 



SUSTAINABILITY aND eNERGYx U C / ^ D C T I / ^ ^ A 
c O N S E R V A T I O N T n t w K t I l O A 
Energy conservation aims at both reducing basic demand by cutting a building's energ\' 

appetite and improving the efficiency of the energy supply system by eliminating 
waste."i3 By utilizing the sun and other natural elements directly linked to the site, the 

building can become more than a dwelling and evolve into a direct link between 
occupant and area. Sustainability is an important concept in building design because it calls 

attention to the use of natural resources and the way our modem societ>' is blatantly 
wasteful in current design trends. Using building materials closely related to the site will 

help in conserving natural resources of an area, instead of importing materials not 
related to the site. These are important elements to creating a new vocabulary' of design 

because not all buildings can be build on the same site, for example one cannot build 
abode houses on the east coast because the rain fall would be to much and deteriorate the 

structure. 

P O T E N T I A L d E S I G N r E S P O N S 

ISSUES 

A - By relocating the vegetation on site and using drought tolerant plants, with attention to p„ • ,, 
landscaping for water runoff retention will help save the amount of water used for 

project. (Fig. 1-11) 

B - _By using simple design solutions for thermal and lighting conditions, the daily use of 
energy can be reduced by a significant amount. (Fig 1-12) 

C- Re-using the scrap tile from project and surrounding area, could be used for mosaics in 
landscaping. (Fig 1-13) 

WnoiMlgUMon -
north expoim 

(rcduos hut km In winter) 

Fig. 1-12 



m A T E R I A L "^^tHEORETICAl ISSUES 
The uses of materials is crucial in creating a new vocabulary in architecture because they 

determine the final look of any structure. The application of materials needs to be 
rethought so there is no single use of any material for one particular need. By using the 

materials natural finishes or creating a new finish for a certain material will lead to 
new design uses for multiple uses. Unconventional material uses in an exterior or interior 

setting will challenge our mental capacity for the way a room is perceived. 

P O T E N T I A L d E S I G N r E S P O N S E 

A- Breaking any building element down to it's purest from and function and replacing the 
material with one that can perform the same role will lead to limitless design 

combinafions.(Fig. 1-14) 
B - By using a building material for something that it is not generally used for will 

encourage diversity in the ordinary plan for living, (fig 1-15) 
C - Finding new materials tiiat are manufactured for our time and technology. (Fig 

1-16) 

Unanvcnbrywl Doer 

Fig. 1-16 
LiTraCon the first light 
transmitting concrete was invented 
in 2001 by the Hungarian architect 
Aron Losonczi. 

Fig. 1-14 Fig. 1-15 11 



I A N D s c A P i N o f H E O R E T I C A l I S S U E S 
Landscaping as an active part of the design process is very important to creating a new 

vocabulary in architectural design. Landscaping adds life to any space or room. It 
gives the occupier a sense of something else that is very natural in an unnatural environment 

such as a typical house or structure. 
"Such is the realm of green nature-from it's home in the unpeopled wildemess 
to it's precarious position as guest in an urban environment, totally dependant 
on human nurturing. But always, whether in majestic or miniature 
representation plants signal the presence that pulses throughout the universe." 
14 

P O T E N T I A L d E S I G N r E S P O N S E 

A- A plant system should be an integral part of the building systems so plants will be 
everywhere people are. (Fig. 1-17) 

B - Planting fruit plants in tiie complex so everybody in the neighborhood can eat some fi-uit 
forfree. (fig 1-18) 

C- Landscaping should be in every view and corner of the project so a vibrant life force 
exist in every aspect of the building . (Fig 1-19) 

-jrj F M t T i M i - ' 
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SOCIAL rESPONSIBILITIEsf H E O R E T I C A I I S S U E S 
By the nature of our profession we have a phenomenal impact on the lives of the 

public in how the react to their surroundings. We have suffocated the public in a cloud of bad 
design and repetition of old design principles. We need to use the knowledge we have 

to create above average designs for every member of society. This should be done by not 
only spending more time on each design but also making the building more modest 

for its intention. If we make good design available to everybody than bad design won't be 
able to be produced and everyone will be surrounded by good design. 

P O T E N T I A L d E S I G N r E S P O N S E 

Ai Using ADA and TAS requirements in the design of the multi-use complex. (Fig 1-20) 

Bz Instead of making a building so large that one has to use cheaper materials on the 
sides that aren't seen as much, you can make the building smaller and use the main material 

through out the building. (Fig 1-21) 

Fig. 1-20 
Handicap sign to show that peoples physical 
needs are being thought of 

i 

fnfteld^of having a larger building with space that will not be used, one can build a '^f^'^^^f'^^J''^}'^;^^^ 
exterior inaterialthroughout the design. It is the responsibility of the Architect to let the client know the alternatives 
the uses of their budget. 

13 



CASE STUDY I Q R C H I T C U R A I pRECEDENTs 
Rural Design Studio, Samuel Mockbee 

The rural design studio was started in 1992 at Aubum University under the direction 
of Sam Mockbee and D.K. Ruth. He started the project to help the poor mral people of 

Alabama through design. He built new houses for the poor with materials that you 
wouldn't think to use to build a house. "His students used bales of hay to build walls for the 

studio's first house, worn-out fires for the walls of a chapel, salvaged Chevy Caprice 
windshields for the roof of a community center, and waste corrugated cardboard for a one 

room dwelling"i5 He believed every one no matter their income should have a shelter 
for the soul and that architects should be the ones to lead the charge for social and 

environmental change. He acknowledged that the architecture profession had lost 
their way in defining residential housing and that architects are "house pets to the rich". He 

said "If architecture is going to nudge, cajole, and inspire a community to challenge 
the status quo into making responsible changes, it will take the subversive leadership of 

academics and practitioners..." .6 He understood that to have a aesthetical pleasing 
house one didn't have to spend a forttine, only have a rich imagination. Architects should no Fig. 1-23 • , ^ . „ , , • , „ . 

longer use the traditional building materials associated with conventional -identia Shows a co.̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂  ar,d̂ ^ 
design. We have to define new materials and find ways to incorporate them m residenttal andtormŝ Ĵ uxtaposed 

commercial design. 

Fig. 1-2: 
The roo; lines are very dramatic and are made of 
regular 2x4's that are put together in an 
interesting way to form a porch. 

Fig. 1-24 
Shows the use of common materials in an 
unusual way, which gives simple buildings a 
complex character. 

14 
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CASE STUDY ^ Q R C H I T C U R A L PRECEDENTS 
Putting Heart into our Homes, 
Tom Bender 
"Putting Heart into our Homes" is a short essay of values and beliefs that Architect, Tom 

Bender has about the way we live in our homes. The essay was published in the Yoga 
Journal, in September of 1986. He starts his paper by referring to the old proverb "Home is 

where the heart is", which he believes has been untrue of buildings designed today. 
He feels that of the past 25 years there has been no heart or soul in most of the homes he has 

visited. "The aesthetics and life-style of a materialistic culture deeply permeates the 
way conventional homes are built and furnished. Simpler pattems of living and alternative 

approaches to home fumishings can free considerable amounts of time, energy and 
money for other uses." 17 He also thinks that people should build a smaller but better built 

home and have fewer but better quality home fumishings. Mr. Bender feels that the 
things we put inside our homes should be hidden away until we need to use them so they do 

not interfere with the things that are really important. "Every region has a different 
climate, geography, and community of living things....Materials, colors, and fumishings can 

draw on sources native to our region." is He is very much about changing the way 
we perceive our homes and the way we live in them by designing spaces for mental health. 

Fig. 1-25 
People who live in igloos have completely 
adapted their homes and reinvented their way of 
living in order to live in the harsh environment 
of Alaska. 

Fig. 1-26 Fig. 1-27 
d, ihoiAJ Cx: sttnd X, 

Fig. 1-28 

Interior .spaces should be uncluttered, with emphasis on the details and materials within the space. Fig 1-27 
Unlike conventional interior design which fill every corner of the room with bric-a-brac, throw pillows, 
excessive end tables and furniture. Fig 1-26 
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fACILITy tYPe oVERV!Ew 
Mixed-use Commercial and Residential 

The facility is a mixed-use commercial and residential complex that serves a master 
planned community and the surrounding low and high densitj' residential units near the site. 

The commercial aspect will be designed to support 300-500 families that are in dose 
proximit>' to the site. The site is perfect for a mixed-use development because there is no 

commercial zoned areas within walking distance to serve such a number of people. In 
order for any of these people to get essential products for living one will have to get in a car 

and drive to closest convenience store. There are two convenience stores within a 
quarter mile which have a limited amounts of products in small but expensive portions. The 

closest supermarket is about 2 miles away which is a considerable distance to walk or 
even drive if you only need a pint of milk or a bag of sugar. 

The commercial portion of my facility will have more uses than just a market such as 
a small cafe, drug store, variety store, movie rental shop and a book store. The diverse 

resources provided by the complex will add to the quality of life to everyone who 
lives close to the site. The design of the complex will be complementary of the master 

planned community that is also a part of the site. 

There will be about 15-20 lease able lofts and apartments on top of the coramerciaf lease 
space which will full amenities and personal outdoor space. Each until will have it's 

own source of exterior circulation so the building looks alive with movement and people. 
The lofts will support one to two occupants while the apartments will house single 

family units. 

Perspective- cf' ly0co\ mixed-us'̂  c^f6f. 



inlSTORy of fACILITy tYPe 
The Historical Approach to Multi-Use 
and Multi-Family Housing in America. 
The history of mixed-use communities goes back into history since the organization of early 

governments and people. They had to provide everything they needed to live in a 
small radius from one another Time management has always been important to people so 

the distance traveled to get anything was very important to early community 
developments. With the development of faster sources of travel from the horse to the 

automobile people have tended to grow father and farther apart. Even though people 
started to live in towns and cities the idea of mixed-use complexes have not totally 

disappeared. There have been many examples of historical mixed-use commumties 
in America that go back thousands of years and examples of recent mixed use communities. 

Flo 2-2 
Taos Pueblos have been a comprehensive community for around 1,000 years. They are ^ inHrlpr<; thnt nrP i i<?pd 

historically the longest community in use in the United States. They were living this ^ ' ^^ .^^J ,^^^ ,^™^ ' ' ^^^ 
life style for years before Europe was out of the dark ages. The main part of the complex as CirculOTon TOr access TO Tne 

was built between 1000 and 1400 A.D. The appearance of the complex hasn't really rooftops OT tne OOODe 
changed since the coming of Columbus and other European explorers. About 160 people livestructure.S. 

within the walls of the Taos pueblos and another 1600 within the Pueblo land. Many 
uses take place in this community of adobe strictures. They have retail centers within the 

complex for the selling of crafts and other items to tourist. They have a governmental 
system which controls the citizen's lives and boundaries of the site. Their homes are actually 

many individual adobe stiuctures that are built side by side in a terraced form which 
serves multiple duties. Prior to recent years there used to be no windows or doors, access 

was only gained through holes in the roof. The ladders that lean on the stmcture were 
used as circulation and as a defensive mechanism from attacking tribes. When other tribes 

attacked they got on their roofs and brought up the ladders for protection. 

Fig 2-3 
Perspective of typical mixed-
use center. 
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hlSTORy of fACILITy lYPe 

Fig 2-4 
IVIain Street Jannes Town 1906 

The Historical Approach to Multi-Use and 
Multi-Family Housing in America. ĵj 

They way the buildings are designed add to the urban landscape of the area and provide a 
mixture of social interactions within the complex. They used this building from to 

pull away from the flatness of the site and mimic the mountains in the backdrop. 

The next American form of multi-use complexes was in fact borrowed from the 
European ideas of living when the pilgrims came to inhabit North America. In 1607 the first 

English settiement was established at James Town. "Recent historical and 
archaeological research at the site of Jamestown suggests that at least some of the gentlemen 

and certainly many of the artisans, craftsmen, and laborers that accompanied them all 
made every effort to make the colony succeed."i This suggests that they had to have had 

some sort of mixed-use complex that served many people and provided many services. 
This idea leads to the development of main street type of arrangement plan for commercial 

and residential uses. This plan has been the major influence of city design in early 
American cities until the Industrial revolution. The Industrial revolution had a great impact 

on society and our way of life. The developments of the internal combustion engine 
lead to cars, high powered locomotives and airplanes. This completely changed the way we 

perceived city planning because people and places didn't have to be located next to 
each other no more. Greater distances between developments, services centers and residential 

living began to become the norm. 

In the 1930's the Federal Government embarked on a quest to develop a cooperative ^ 
community tiie first of its kind in Greenbelt, MD dubbed the 'Green Towns Project • 

(Fig 2-5)When completed it was hailed as the city of the ftiture but as we all know this city Rg 2-5 
tnodel did not last. Green Tcv̂ ns Proiect Aerioi 
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tilSTORy of fACILITy tYPe 
The Historical Approach to Multi-Use 
and Multi-Family Housing in America. 

It was composed of multiple row houses in a large horseshoe pattem around a civic center; 
there were also farm land that surrounded to the site. It was supposed to prove the 

benefits of holistic town planning and provide low rent apartments around major urban areas. 
It was the prototype to the suburbs as we know them now, besides the attention paid 

to the citizens of the complex. 

After the war Modern glass-and-steel buildings began to dominate the commercial Fig 2-6 
aspect of design and few houses followed this approach. The dream home was defined by An Aerial View of the 

suburbs and places like Levittown emerged. Tract housing with uniformity as there Long Island Acquired 
only design principle sprang up to house returning GI's and their new families. It was drilled Stages of Levittown. 

into the heads of Americans that conforming and living like your neighbor was the 
"American Dream." The 1950's and 60's were a carbon copy of the 40's desire to follow the 

lead of mass produced housing. The need was there for new housing developments 
but architects left that responsibility up to contractors and a continuation of bad design and 

urban planning followed. Commercial complex's then tumed toward the stiip mall 
layout and have not stopped using this model until recently. Increasingly architects 

attempted to consider the needs and feelings of the people who would use their 
buildings. . 

This would lead to the latest form of mixed-use design in America with the creation 
of Seaside village. 

Fig 2-7 
An Aerial View of the First 
Stages of Levittown 

Potato Fields 
By Levitt for 

on 
the First 

^SH 
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hlSTORy of fACILITy tYPe 
The Historical Approach to Multi-Use 
and Multi-Family Housing in America 

Seaside is a master planned community in Florida which brings back the values of small 
town living. They community is based on the idea of the street and the mixing of 

people and their surroundings. 
"No one knew how to revive a building tradition. So a number of joumeys 
were made through the South, and especially through Florida, with 
cameras and sketch pads and tape measures, until the architects and 
developer felt confident that the basic mles for making these buildings 
were understood. Most of the buildings were studied in the context of 
small towns, and gradually the idea evolved that the small town was the 
appropriate model to use in thinking about laying out streets and squares 
and locating the various elements of the community." 2 

This idea proved to be very profitable and popular with people so they idea of seaside has 
grown and many other cities and developers are looking at this model for other 

similar developments thought the country. After knowing no what suburbanization is doing 
to our cities people are making a conscious effort to bring back the idea of Main 

Street and mixed-used complexes so people are once again an intimate part of their 
surroundings. 

I 

Fig 2-8 
An Aerial View of Seaside 
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fACIL ITy SYNTHESIS 
:Misso©ci Statement: 

To breakdown the conventional, the repetitive, the 
familiar, and bring about a new epoch in 

architectural design with socially sustainable 
sensibility with the desire to produce dwellings fit 

to house human beings, the epitome of natures many 
wonders. 

24 



f A C I L I T y SYNTHESIS 
:0oals and ©bpe^B^(ts: 

This facility must serve as the main social artery of interaction and commerce of the area in 
which it is a part of 

The complex must use conventional and unconventional building materials so a new 
vocabulary of design will emerge m a mixed-use environment. 

To develop a new vemacular of design so it could challenge the way we think of multi-
family housing. 

To produce a "sense of place" or if you will a "genus loci" in a modem mixed-use multi-
family setting. 

To utilize the doctrine of sustainable and energy conscious design elements so the building 
and occupants can become a part of the site. 

25 



. • X E D . u s e f A C I L l T y S Y N T H E S I S 
:F(2]eility Organization and L ŷoî t: 

office 
Space Mail 

IVIaintenance/ 
IVIeclnanical 

Room 

Vertical Circulation 

Horizontal Circulation 

Lobby/Outdoor 
Area 

Entry 
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. , X E D . u s e f A C I L I T y S Y N T H E S I S 
iFooDlBty Organization and Lov©yt: 

Apartment 

Bed 
Room 

Kit 

RR ft 
Communal 

Outdoor 
Area 

Apartment Kit RR 

Vertical Circulation 

Horizontal Circuiotion 

Kit 

RR 

Apartment 

Bed 
Room 

Apartment ^^ 
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. , X E D . u s e f A C I L I T y S Y N T H E S I S 
iFoeyDî  Organization and Layout: 

Vertical Circulation 

Horizontal Circulation 

Bed 
Room 

Bed 
Room 

i: 

Lott 

Bed 

Communal ^^^^ 
Outdoor 

Area 

Loft 

Bed 
Room 

Loft 
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fACIL ITy SYNTHESIS 
:Key Issy^s: 

Material use as a major design element within the complex so aneur 
vocabulary of design can happen. 

To produce a complex that is sustainable and enei|^ conscious, so 
the building uses little non-renewable resources. 

Taking away historical precedents and ways of doing things in 
commercial and residential design. 
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STRUCTURE S YST E M 3$ Y S T E M S O N A L Y S 

mlgn Requirements: 
Is 

Ai The structure must be adaptable to various combinations of enclosures and spaces for 
of different internal materials. Fig 2-8 use 

B; The structure should be expressed a s a major element so it needs to have some inherent 
aesthetic qualities. For instance if precast concrete columns are going to be used then a 
different pattem or textured could be applied to column before it is cast instead of using a 
flat finish. 

Glass System 
:C@^e©pt Diagrams: 

Cladding 
System Tile inlay 

Fig 2-8 
The structure is a simple post and beam system which is highly 
adaptable because building elements can be placed wherever 
they are needed. 

Fig 2-9 
Tile inlay on precast structure adds to the aesthetic 
quality of ordinary concrete column. 30 



rooF SYSTEMssYSTE M s o N A L Y S I s 
: Design Requirements: 
A- The roof structure will be various precast concrete panels depending on the required 

aesthetics of the space. Fig. 2-10 

.B- The structure of the roof should allow for landscaping opportunities like living grass or 
moss roof Fig 2-11 

C- The roof should also incorporate a water collection system. Fig 2-12 

I O O O O O O :.) 0 0 

Grass Roof 

Fig 2-11 

Fig 2-10 
Different types of precast roof systems 

©0 ©Pf 

Concrete 
Structure 

i ^ 

Drain 

Concrete -^ 
Panel 
Fig 2-12 

Diagrams 
Grass 

Gravel 

JU. 

Drained 
to Grey 
Water 
Reservoir 
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SUN CONTROL sYSTEMssYSTE M s o N A L Y S I s 
:Desi9[ni Requirements: 
A- Using the orientation of the sun as it is in Lubbock to provide solar shading on the south 

side. Fig 2-14 

B - Minimize openings on the north side, leave east side open to sun for morning daylight 
and utilize shading techniques for the west side for evening sun. Fig 2-15 

C- Use skylights fo direct and indirect sunlight, and evening look to the stars. Fig 2-16 

East Side ' (T^ (^U^ d 
6:30 AM . W W' k H ^ 
lots of iigiit to 
embrace 
nature 

West Side 
at 5;00 PM 

Nortti side 
Linnited 

Openings 

Summer 

Fig 2-14 

Winter 

South Sic 
at 5:00 I 

pt Diagrams 

Fig 2-16 

Fig 2-15 32 



lANDscAPiNG sYSTEMssYSTEMs o N A L Y S I s 
:[]}@sign Requirements: 
A^ The use of a hydroponic plant system for landscaping on and around building using 

recycled water from the site. Planting fruit trees will be a good idea so the people of 
the area could have a daily fruit even if they couldn't afford to buy one. Fig 2-17 

B - Using built in landscape to define outdoor space by different levels of terrain. Fig 2-18 

C- Using organic methods of outdoor furniture to create a bond with nature. Fig 2-19 

Private Space :Concept OB^omm 

Fruit 
Tree 

Grey 
/Water 
Confainer 
and 
Nutrients 

Fig 2-17 
\Piping Pump 

See v\/hat's 
going on 

outside 
without feeling 

watched 
Fig 2-18 

Fig 2-19 
The form is created with a 

Sense of cardboard frame that is filled 
other's with dirt and covered with grass 
activity seed, Three weel<s later you 

hove an organic choir: the 
cardboard also bio-degrades 
after awhile in the earth. 33 
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iiGHTiNG sYSTEMssYSTEMs o N A L Y S I s 
:D( Requirements: 
A- The interior lighting system will work with photo cells to only turn on when low levels of 
exterior light are sensed. Fig 2-20 

B - Reflective lighting will be used on the interior of the building for illumination of the 
rooms. Fig 2-21 

C- Direct lighting will be used for accentuating multiple elements within structure. Fig 2-22 

ughL^ A :Concept 
Source 

Fig 2-21 

Reflective 
Device 

Low 
Voltage 
Exposed 

Cable 

Fig 2-22 

High 
Light 

Levels 

Photocell 

Low Voltage 
Lamp 

Fig 2-20 

Low 
Voltage 
Outpout 

High 
Voltage 
Output 

r 
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m I X E D " 3 EsPATIAI o N A L Y S I s 
Function Activity Level 
To draw people in the complex in on inviting manner. High 

Perfornnance Requirements ^^^^ 
1. The entry should have a canopy so it will be visible from the '^^^ ^^' ^^' 
road 
2-23 

and to protect people from natural elements like rain. Fig pp,, l i n m o n t 

2. The entry should utilize a vestibule so the internal 
temperature will not fluctuate from people coming and 
Qoing. FiQ 2-24 

Canopy 

Lobby 

Vestibule 

Fig 2-23 View from 
street 

Fig 2-24 

1. Vestibule 
2. Double door 
3. Indoor Planters 

Occupancy 
0-8 

N R Y 
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m I X E D 

Function 

" s EsPATIAI o N A L Y S I s 

To provide the commercial needs of the complex and 
surrounding areas. 

Activity Level 
High 

Area 
600 Sq, Ft. Perfornnance Requirennents 

1. Retail space laid in clusters around communal space and 
circulation. Fig 2-25 Equipnnont 

1, Service Counters 
2, Storage Space 
3, Display Booths 

Retail 

2, Walls must be transparent, so people con see action and 
movement inside retail shop. Fig 2-26 

/ / 
' / / . 

Transparent 4^ s^^\\ m o u n t e d d i s p l a y 

' " " " ' " 5. Indoor Plants 

Occupancy 
1-20 

Fig 2-25 
Clustered layout of retail spaces 

Fig 2-26 
T A I L 
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m I X E D u s EsPATIAI o N A L Y S I s 
Function 
The handle the day to day tasks of managing an mixed use 
center and apartment leasing office 

Perfornnance Requirennents 
1, The office space shall be very flexible, with on open plan 
Within the space for good furniture arrangements and 
adoptability. Fig 2-27 

2, The offices should be nodes off of the main circulation 
paths within complex. Fig 2-28 

Fig 2-27 
Open floor plan, for different 
spatial layouts 

Fig 2-28 

Activity Level 
High 

Area 
120 Sq. Ft. 

Equipment 
1, Choirs and table 
2, Televisions 
3, Waiting Area 
4, Coffee Room 
5, storage 

Occupancy 
3-7 

O f f i c e s 

3 7 



m I X E D u s EsPATIAI o N A L Y S I s 
Function Activity Level 
A place for a the people of the neighborhood and the High 

apartment complex to have a small bite to eat and ^i^J^^ A . p ^ 
the day 

Performance Requirements ^°° ̂ -̂ ^^' 
1. The space must flow from the inside to outside patio area, E q u i p m e n t 

2. Change of materials from inside to outside to show 
transition of space. ppaque 

Solid 
Construction 

Material 

Defining 
Edge by 
Material 

Fig 2-29 

1. Choirs and table 
2. Televisions 
3. Shading Elements 
4. Internet Hook ups 
5. Bock Prep Room 

Occupancy 
2-14 

a f 
3 8 



m I X E D u s ESPATIAI o N A L Y S I s 
Function Activity Level 
To house all of the mechanical equipment that will be used by Low 

the complex. 

Performance Requirements 
1. Must maintain close relationship to maintenance room 
and complex. 

2. The space must be large enough so people and 
machinery will hove enough space to operate. 

Area 
400 Sq. Ft. 

Maintenance Room 

•/• I 

Equipment 
1. HVAC System 
2. Grey water tank 
3. SecurilyHub 
4. Information Hub 
5. Storage 

Occupancy 
1-2 

Fig 2-30 

m E C H r O O M 
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m I X E D u s ESPATIAI o N A L Y S I s 
Function 
To draw people in the complex in an inviting manner. 

Activity Level 
High 

Area 
Performance Requirements ^^ ̂ " ^^' 
1. The lobby must be centrally located within the complex. Rg E q u i p m e n t 

1. Chairs and table 
2. Televisions 
3. Bulletin Board 
4. Fountains 
5. Landscape 

2-31 

2, Create multiple seating areas and levels for private 
interaction of occupants. Fig 2-32 

Raised 
Lobby Platform 

Occupancy 
3-40 

Fig 2-31 Fig 2-32 

Sunl^n 
Airea 

I O B B 
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m I X E D u s ESPATIAI o N A L Y S I s 
Function Activity Level 
A space for the residents and the business owners to get mail. Medium 

Performance Requirements 
1, Orientation to prevailing winds is important so large drafts 
con be avoided in corridor. Fig 2-33 

2. Corridor needs to be around lobby and the master 
planned community. 

Area 
200 Sq. Ft. 

Equipment 
1. Mail Box Center 
2. Outgoing Moil drop off 
3. Bulletin board 

Prevailing 
Wind 

Multi-use 
Complex 

Occupancy 
2-3 

Fig 2-33 
mAIL CORRIDOR 
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m I X E D " s ESPATIAI o N A L Y S I s 
Function 
Living space for people on top of the mixed-use complex, 

Performance Requirements 
1. Access to outdoor space is crucial for the loft areas of the 
complex. Fig 2-34 

Activity Level 
High 

Area 
600 Sq. Ft, 

Equipment 
2. Vertical circulation from lofts to exterior stairs for every i . Household items 
apartment so show building and occupants as one. Fig. 2-35 2, Kitchen 

3. Bedroom 
1, Circulation 
5. Bathroom 

Patio 

Living 

I 

Occupancy 
1-2 

Fig 2-34 Fig 2-35 O T 
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sPATIA I S U M M A R Y 

SPACES 

mIXED-USE 

entry 
retail 
offices 
cafe 
mechanical room 
lobby 
mail center 
loft 

nUMBER OF UNITs 

1 
5 
6 
1 
1 
1 
1 

15 

sQ.Ft. 

200 
1,000 

150 
500 
400 
800 
200 

1,200 

gROSS SQ.FT 

nET SQ. Ft 

200 
5,000 

900 
500 
400 
800 
200 

18,000 

26,000 
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tANDo a N D o c A S e s T U D y 
:E@k®® lnl®iQ§5inig Phrase l-lll: 
Rokoo was constructed during the years of 1978-1998 and is a reinforced 

concrete structure. Tando Ando thought of constructing a collective 
housing environment which would awaken a new sense of identification among 

tiie residents of the complex. He did this while keeping in mind the 
natural characteristics of the site which is located on the Rokoo Mountain side 

at a 60 degree slope. He wanted to create a relationship between public 
and private space by creating alley ways and terraces that the residents were 

fully a part of. He created diversity in the modular design by orienting 
the spaces to certain vistas like the greenery of the site and views of the city and 

of other dwellings within the site. Pre-fabrication is as important feature 
as any of the Rokoo housing project, because it allowed construction cost and 

waste to be minimized without losing sight of design aesthetics. Social 
interaction was a major concern with the complex so he went to great lengths to 

ensure the genus loci of the place was not lost. 
Fig 2-38 
Exterior Landscaping 

1 

Fig 2-37 
Building Interior 

Fig 2-36 
Building Exterior 

Fig 2-39 
Circulation point 



mosHE s A F D i e c A S e s T U D y 2 
67': 

Habitat 67' was constructed in Montreal, Canada in 1967. It was build out of 
stacked modular concrete units which were stacked in a variety of ways 

producing the final look of the complex. It was designed to give privacy, fresh 
air and suburban attributes in a urban location. The complex utilizes roof 

gardens, pedestrian streets and a large elevator core in order to provide 
circulation and identity within the complex. Habitat is truly a mixed-use 

complex because it has residential, commercial and institutional uses to create a 
neighborhood unlike any other. Each house has three breath taking views 

and a irrigated garden terrace. The complex holds 158 residences and a number 
of shops on the bottom level. Houses throughout the complex are 

accessed by a pedestrian walk ways which are widened at certain points to 
provide a play area for children. Even though Habitat was a success it 

proved to be more costly then originally thought. This was because of the 
complex nature of the modular system used to construct the building. 

Fig 2-44 
Ariel View 

Fig 2-45 
Building Axonometeric 

Fig 2-40 
Building Section 

Fig 2-41 
Exterior Picture 

Fig 2-42 
Exterior Landscaping 

Fig 2-43 
Exterior Picture 45 



hUNDERTWASSErC A S G S T U D 

:Hundertwasser-House: 
Hundertwasser-House was built in Vienna during the yearsl 977-1986. This 

building is one of the most original and styUstically diverse complexes I 
have ever seen. So much thought and detail was given to every aspect of the 

structure and exterior. He brings tbe building to Ufe by incorporating 
plants and trees into on top and around the structure. He uses tile mosaics 

almost everywhere in the building including the floors, columns and 
exterior. The floors of the building also have sense of life because they are not 

just flat, they have high and low points. The interior is decorated with 
tile mosaics of butterflies, pelicans and huge sunflowers. Elements like this 

reaUy add to the urban landscape of the area. He comments on how the 
trees and plants aren't just for those who Hve in the complex but they are for 

everybody who passes by the building. 

Fig 2-50 
Building Photo 

y 3 

Fig 2-47 
Window Detail 

Fig 2-46 
Building Panoramic 

Fig 2-48 
Window Detail 

Fig 2-49 
Ariel Photo 
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I U B B O C k xoVERVIEw of pROJECt sITe 
Y«ars BJ> 

Mixed-use project in the Arnett Benson 
Neigliborliood. 

150 million years ago West Texas and the rest of the Great Plains was once a vast lake; that is 
why the terrain is so flat with few contours. This historical event has had a long 

lasting effect on Lubbock because it now sits on top a large underground water source. This 
is what has made the city of Lubbock what it is today. Since this area has it's fair 

share of water and a hospitable environment many different people have explored and made 
this land their own. In 1540 Francisco Vasquez de Coronado explored the area for 

Spanish conquest and through the help of Indians they helped give this area another one of 
it's many nicknames, "Llano Estacado" the staked plains. This was because the 

Indians guided the Spaniards in circles until the Spanish finally caught on and actually put 
stakes into the ground to see if they were going to the same places over and over. To 

the north of town the Lubbock Lake Landmark Historical center is the home of a 
archeological significant area which has uncovered bones of 20,000 year old 

mammoths and human hunters. This as also been the home of many different Indian tribes 
like the Comanche and before that the Aztecs. This area was full of large prairie 

animals like the American bison and antelope. The rain of Indians of this area was brought to 
a stop by the US Army in the 1870's with the coming of General N.S. Mackenzie. 

Fig 3-4 
Depicts history of area 

Significant figure of Lubbock History 
Fig 3-2 
Depicts histor>' of area 

Fig 3-3 
Picture of cotton fields 



I U B B O C k xoVERVIEw of pROJECt sITe 
Mixed-use project in the Arnett Benson 

Neighborhood. 
He paved the way for the first settlers of Lubbock in the 1870's. By the 1880's the area was 

big into cattle ranching because of the abundance of native 'buffalo grass'. This 
industry strived until grass fires and the inconsistency of surface water forced people to 

switch to farming. Cotton soon began to dominate and land values rose from 1.00 per 
acre to 25.00 per acre which made them pretty wealthy. By 1887 two towns had formed in 

close proximity called Old Lubbock and Monterey, they soon decided to combine 
towns and settled on Lubbock and it became the county seat in 1891. By 1909 the rail Fig 

roads finally made it to Lubbock and it was the "Hub of the Plains". Lubbock served Site 
an area of 200 miles radius with goods and services. By 1922 they saw the need for a 

University and Texas Tech was bom in 1925. This added to the draw of people and a 
real since of city. Since then Lubbock has had a huge impact in American history with it's 

music legends and agricultural dominates in cotton production. 

3-7 
in relation to the world. 

Fig 3-8 
Site in relafion to USA 

Fig 3-5 
Aerial view ofsite 

Fig 3-6 
Map of city 50 



I U B B O 0 k , xoVERVIEw of pROJECt sITe 
Mixed-use project in the Arnett Benson 

Neighborhood. 
The site is located on the Northwest comer of the Amett Benson neighborhood. The Amett 

Benson is a predominantly Hispanic neighborhood that makes up about 72 % of the 
residents. The total population of the area is about 9,288 according to the latest census. The 

rafio between males and females is about 51% to 49% with a small advantage on the 
male side. The median age of the neighborhood is about 24.6 years old with the majority of 

people between the ages of 20-44. The average family size is about 3.53 people per 
household, and families make up about 53.6% of all people in neighborhood. Generally 

toward the site higher density housing is the what is directly next door. This will be 
good for the mixed-use development because there are no stores located in or around the site 

besides, convenience stores and one United Supermarket located about 2.5 miles 
away. The mixed-use center will add the delicate urban fabric which makes up the Amett 

Benson so a undeniable community landscape can happen. 

"̂ -̂S»li\% ! • • 

1 Low density Housing 

I High density Housing 

I Medium, density Housing 

I Commercial Service 

I Commercial Retail 

^ B Commercial Retail 
H I Proposed Site 
1^1 Intimate Service Zone 
1^1 Intermediate Service Zone 
• 1 Extent of Service Zone 

Fig 3-10 
Service zones of new complex including 
Amett Benson 

Fig 3-Q 
Land use around site. 
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lUBBocK. txcONTEXTUAl SYNTHESIS 
:^©yls and Objectives: 

Use the natural context of the site and surrounding 
area for the basis of my facility design. 

To create a main street feel within the mixed-use 
complex to include surrounding low density 

residential housing. 

Using the site analysis to create a building truly 
manufactured for the site. 
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.uBBocK. TxcONTEXTUAl SYNTHESIS 
:Key Bî io^ :̂ 

To incorporate elements of Lubbock and West Texas history into the 
final design layout. 

To produce a "sense of place" or if you will a "genus loci" in a 
modem mixed-use multi-family setting. 

To use local materials in the buildings and utilize local artisan 
(painters, scultpturers, graffiti artist) to use their particular craft 

in the building. 
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mATERiAL sELECTioNrELEVANt c O N T E X T s 
:D@sygn Requirements: 
A- The masonry and or stone products must be made in or come from his area. 

B - Since we are in a low precipitation area the landscaping must reflect the type of climate 
to make sure water is conserved. 

C- Since Lubbock doesn't get much rain or snow fall there is no need for high sloped roofs, 

:Concept OD(S]go'(S]mi: so the roof structure must match the climate. 

V\^ter Zones: 
Easy As 1-2-3 

High 
Pitched 

Moot 

Flat 
Roof 
Strucutre 

200 mile 
radius 

Fig 3-11 
All stone and masonry must come from the pjg 3.12 
surrounding 200 mile radius around Lubbock. Careful consideration of landscaping layout 

with respect to the building distance from 
landscaping areas. 

Fig 3-13 
Flat roofs are a better solution in this climate 
because their is no excessive material wasting 
ike in a typical roof structure designed for 

water drainage. 
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f L A T TERRA.NrELEVANt C O N T E X T S 
:Desigiii Requirements: 
A- The flat terrain of the site will be a blank canvas for excavating and building up terrain 
based on design aesthetics. 

B - Layering of exterior terrain will lead to multiple levels of interaction and commerce 
between different activities of complex. 

C^ The flat landscape should not be reflected by the building, the building should be the 
landscape since there is no natural existing land forms. • C O f l C © D t Diagrams: 

Excavated 
Dirt 

jeuse 
of dirt 

Varied 
Terrain 

Fig 3-14 Fig 3-15 
The same dirt on site should be reused on the ^ varied landscape should be a product of 
site for adding contours. activities designated for a particular space.. 

Fig 3-16 
The building should be the landscape on a 
flat site. 



L . M A T e s i T E o N A L Y S I s 
en 

o 
Q 

O 
o 

CO 

Temperature ranges from 17-102 
degrees. 

July is the hottest month with average 
temp, at 92 degrees. 

January is the coldest month with 
average temp, at 24 degrees. 

The climate usually tends to be sunny 
with few days of overcast. 

The maximum days of rain fall per 
month is 7. 

CO 

:z 
O 
CL 
CO 
(D 

C/D 
UJ 
"D 

Lubbock is generally semi-arid and 
mild with hot days and cool nights 
so using a thick facade material on 
the southern face will help to slow 
heat gain would be helpful in saving 
energy. 

Low pitched and single sloped roof 
will be primarily used in the project 
so a natural bond of climate and 
building can occur. 
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PRECIPITATIONS | T E o N A L Y S I s 
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s'Mia^fe.'jJtLffia 

September is the month with the 
most rain at 2.6 inches, 

January is the driest month with only 
,5 inches of precipitation. 

The maximum days of rain fall per 
month is 7. 

Because the inconsistency of rainfall 
throughout the year site water 
retention is very important. The 
complex should retain about 75% of 
all site runoff, for use in irrigation. 
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PRECIPITATIONS I T E o N A L Y S I s 

I I 

Although it doesn't rain steadily in 
Lubbock, flash floods do happen 
freguently because lack of proper 
preparation. 

Avoid building designs which catch 
water, so large patches of mud do 
not become a problem. 

Use overhangs so customers will not 
get wet. 

Controlling water runoff on buildings 
and site and storing it will help cut 
cost of irrigation. 
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N - S I T E o N A L Y S I s 
Wind speeds range from 10 mph to 
35 mph on a regular basis. 

In Winter the wind come s out of the 
North and is very strong and cold, 

During the summer a cool breeze 
comes from the South and is 
generally a mild wind. 

On the North property line use 
evergreens so during winter they 
help to stop the cold wind coming 
on to the site. 

Use of well designed courtyards can 
make good use of Southern wind 
currents QS> a cooling device during 
ttie hot summer. 
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PATHS I T E o N A L Y S I s 
Lubbock is located 33 35' N 
TOI 5Q'E 

U J 
CO -z. 
O 
a. co 
0 

CO 

"D 

r lomimciî  openings on the North side 
af structure to reduce heat loss 
cturng winter 

Liinniit u ^ of untreated: gias or else 
sumramen/̂ rTg time will feel like a 

Tine u^^ of 7»eil d e s ^ cvettxings on 
t ie eo^ arrd: sauifierr ©^posure will 
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VIEWS fROM SITES I T E o N A L Y S I s 
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CO 
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Apartments 

Open field 

partments 

*'-isi*e&-*«fe!a 

Golf Course 

The views from the site are generally 
good besides the southern view of 
the industrial complex. 

The Southern view of the complex 
needs to be diffused by planting 
thick foliage like English ivy or some 
other type of vine. 

The views of the apartment 
complexes should be diffused with 
plants and trees so the apartments 
aren't the main focal point off site. 

The view of Loop 289 should be kept 
do 0 feeling of activity can be seen 
from the site. 
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c . R c u L A T i O N s l T E o N A L Y S I s 

o 
CL 
CO 
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CO 

"O 
Vehicular 

Pedestrian 

i 

t 

Heavy traffic flow is on Erskine street 
running East to West. 

Light traffic flow going North to South 
on Knoxville Ave. 

There is no pedestrian traffic on site 
as is. 

wart to Itoeep vehicular traffic on 
Ihe boideir of ttie sfte so people 
dionflt howe flo Ibok a cars paiked or 
mowiiing wiite fheif aire within the 

Pfecteiiatni Hiraffite; wiill be tepf wi i i in 
ttie center off mtie compltex so Ihey 
^ t t tto) ©njp}/e«eny aspect off ttie 
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rICHTER aRCHITECTSC A S G S T U D y 

:T©xQi Travel InforimKaitlon Center: 

1 

The information center was built in Amarillo, TX in 2003. The 
design of the facility was based on the context of the 

surrounding landscape. They used the Palo Duro Canyon striations in 
the canyon as the major design element that is carried on 

throughout the design. They used many colors of Acme brick to get 
the desired effect of the canyon layers of color and rocks. 

Fig 3-17 
Interior View 

Fig 3-18 
Exterior View 

Fig 3-19 
Exterior Detail 

Fig 3-20 
Exterior Photo 
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lAKE/fLATO aRCHITECTSQ A S G S T U D Y 2 

:Lucky Boy Ranch: 
Kimball County 

The architects wanted to capture the simplicity and rawness of this 
rugged landscape. They achieved this by designing a simple 

structure that evokes a profound sense of comfort. They also wanted 
to keep in mind the owners love for the land and aspects of the 

property which make it a truly original site. The plan is laid out 
according to the site conditions of the area and the materials 

also reflect the character of the site. Over all this is a great design 
which keeps in mind the design aesthetics of the site. 

Fig 3-23 
Exterior Photo 

Fig 3-24 
Site Plan 

Fig 3-21 
Exterior View 

Fig 3-22 
Interior Photo 64 
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d E S I G n PROCESS 
Site Configuration 
Since my project is a urban design based project the site and all of its components were very 
essential in order to have a community that worked. Throughout the design process my site 
plan was never defined until almost the end of the course. I had done many preliminary site 
responses but it never flowed like I envisioned it to. Although by doing so many different 
variations of my site plan I did really get a sense of my site and the direction I wanted to go 
with it. I realized the best places for new landscape and where I should keep trees that are 
native to the site. Also I came to realization that my site wasn't as big as I initially thought, 
so it was very tough to work out the circulation to green area ratio that̂ needed t̂o_be a perfect. 
But I think in my final site 
design I did finally solve all of the problems in my 
previous designs. 

Fig 4-2 
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Site Final 

d E S I G n PROCESS 

Fig 4-12 68 



d E S I G n PROCESS 
Main Building Design 
I first started to design my building by sketching out many different schemes and forms until 
I started to see what kind of scheme I was going for. I then picked out the schemes that I 
like the most and developed more detailed version of previous study sketches. I then had 
three different versions of a scheme for my whole site due for the schematics final review. 
The three schemes are very individual in nature although they all share certain similarities. 
After the review and after careful deliberation I choose to go with my first version because I 
felt it conveyed most of the things I wanted to do with my building. I wanted a earthy type 
place that wasn't boring and had flat roofs and terraces. I also wanted to incorporate 
dynamic forms and basic geometry into my building. 

SHI h 
\i^ EiE3 

^ ^ 
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Fig 4-14 



d E S I G n PROCESS 
Scheme 1 

a nEw VOCABULARY in aRCHITECTURe 
bY: aDRIAn aNAYa 
pROFESSOr: mlCHEAl pETERs 
aDVISOr: jOe aRANHa 
tEXAs tECh UNIVERSITY 
12.13.04 
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d E S I G n PROCESS 
Scheme 2 

a nEw VOCABULARY in aRCHITECTURe 
bY: aDRIAn aNAYa 
pROFESSOr: mICHEAl pETERs 
aDVISOr: jOe aRANHa 
tEXAs tECh UNIVERSITY 
12.13.04 
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d E S I G n PROCESS 
Sciieme 3 

a nEw VOCABULARY in aRCHITECTURe 
bY: aDRIAn aNAYa 
pROFESSOr: mICHEAl pETERs 
aDVISOr: jOe aRANHa 
tEXAs tECh UNIVERSITY 
12.13.04 
sCHEMe 3 
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Fig 4-21 
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d E S I G n 
Exploration Of Scheme 1 

PROCESS 

Once I thought I had an idea were I was taking my design I started to come up with another 
scheme to expand my ideas. Fig. 4-24 and 4-25 show a more diverse urban setting then the 
one I ultimately decided to go with. I didn't decide to do this scheme because it was to 
informal there was not enough structure to the design even though it is quite dynamic. So I 
then started to concentrate on the smaller buildings on the site to see if they could help me 
get through my design block. Fig 4-26 and 4-23 show some new ideas I had about making 
my buildings hoover over the ground and placing commercial units below residential living 
on top. Once I came to this realization it was easy for me to see what I had to do next. My 
main building had the same characteristics of the small buildings the only thing different was 
the fact that the building was anchored to the ground. So I took the main complex off the 
ground and match some elements to that of my smaller buildings. So now I created a link 
between my main building and the smaller buildings on the site. Creating a link between the 
two was one of the most important factors in the success of my design. So once I joined my 
two ideas together I felt it was time to go further into smaller details of my project. Fig 4-22 
shows a sketch of a grass roof system I designed for my project. It provides grass on top of 
the roof and also collects rainwater and stores it for use in irrigation. 

• - m ^ 

1.2005 

\TION DATES AND POl.ClHf 

" "•'ifVing reviews are ffue. During the week 
•- the mail which stipulates if they 

Fig 4-26 

Fig 4-25 

Fig 4-22 Fig 4-23 Fig 4-24 
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d E S I G n 
Development Of Scheme 1 

PROCESS 

Once I had a strong feel of my project and control of the relationships I wanted to create in 
my site I proceeded with developing my main building and smaller building. I used a 
program called Sketch Up because it is really helps to manipulate a design very fast so you 
can see what certain ideas look like in a 3-D space. The program was very useful in setting 
up my overhangs for sun control because it had a feature that would show the shadows for 
Lubbock. I got the building design down for my main building and my smaller buildings 
after many hours or tweaking and changing little details. I also got down a site plan that was 
close to my final site plan. 
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d E S I G n PROCESS 
Final Design 
Once I settled on my final design I went to work on finalizing all of my lines drawings and 
rendering my project in 3-D Studio Viz. I first had develop my floor plans from schematic 
design to ffinctional living spaces. I ended up with 8 commercial spaces in the main building 
which range in area from small to large sq. footage. The main building also holds 20 lease 
able apartments and lofts. The residential floor plans range from three bedroom and two bath 
to efficiency class rooms with large outdoor space. Tfeel this mix of living types helps to 
strengthen the bond between the people you live around and society as a whole. Once I had 
my floor plan complete I could then start on developing the transverse and longitudinal 
building sections. These two drawing were the most important because it showed the 
complexities of my building and how they work together to produce a functional living and 
building. The building incorporated precast concrete walls, hollow core slab, poured in place 
structure and terraces, steel sub-floor framing, tubular steel framing and various unique 
structural systems. Even though many different building systems were used they all worked 
togther in a seamless symphony of design. I then worked on my 3-D renderings so I could 
show how the community of buildings would look like if it was built. 
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dESIGn PROCESS 
Section A-A 

Fig 4-34 
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d E S I G n PROCESS 
Section B-B 
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East Elevation 

N orth Elevation 
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West Elevation 
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d E S I G n PROCESS 

E; lerior Perspective 
Fig 4-40 
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I tterior Perspective 
Fig 4-41 
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li iterior Perspective Fig 4-42 82 
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Fig 4-43 
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d E S I G n PROCESS 
Building Model 
My building model is made with all wood construction. It is scaled at 1/8"=1 '-0" and it sits 
on a wooden base. The building model was the last thing I completed for this class. I waited 
until the end to start my model so I knew how everything was going to go together. Also 
designing the building with whole numbers was helpful in making my model because all of 
the wood came stock to match my dimensions to scale. Seeing the building in a real life 
setting is pretty nice because you can see how dynamic my building really is compared to 3-
D renderings, which only let's you see one certain frame. 
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d E S I G n PROCESS 
Final Thoughts 
I truly believe that I accomplished my mission to define "A New Architectural Vocabulary" 
that is based in Modern and Post-Modem principles, which can also create a way of living. 1 
feel that every aspect of my community from the design to environmental and social 
sustainability factors were addressed and understood. I feel I created a place unlike any other 
in which it's main focus was the people who would work and live and build these buildings. 
Every aspect of this project kept the occupant and visitors as the main design principle 
driving this project. I feel that designing a building which does its part in helping sustain this £i 
every growing human race has a reward that one cannot get from a group or coalition of 
deign professionals The reward I feel is knowing that you did your part in helping future 
generations live in a world that isn't spoiled and corrupt because no one wanted to challenge 
precedent. I feel it is the job of the Architect to fight for and design for the public. My 
education here at Texas Tech and this terminal project has really changed my view point of 
life and how it should be lived. 
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